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Abstract

Background Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) protocols reduce length of stay, complications and costs for

a large number of elective surgical procedures. A similar, structured approach appears to improve outcomes,

including mortality, for patients undergoing high-risk emergency general surgery, and specifically emergency

laparotomy. These are the first consensus guidelines for optimal care of these patients using an ERAS approach.

Methods Experts in aspects of management of the high-risk and emergency general surgical patient were invited to

contribute by the International ERAS� Society. Pubmed, Cochrane, Embase, and MEDLINE database searches on

English language publications were performed for ERAS elements and relevant specific topics. Studies on each item

were selected with particular attention to randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, meta-analyses and large

cohort studies, and reviewed and graded using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and

Evaluation (GRADE) system. Recommendations were made on the best level of evidence, or extrapolation from

studies on non-emergency patients when appropriate. The Delphi method was used to validate final recommenda-

tions. The guideline has been divided into two parts: Part 1—Preoperative Care and Part 2—Intraoperative and

Postoperative management. This paper provides guidelines for Part 1.

Results Twelve components of preoperative care were considered. Consensus was reached after three rounds.

Conclusions These guidelines are based on the best available evidence for an ERAS approach to patients undergoing

emergency laparotomy. Initial management is particularly important for patients with sepsis and physiological

derangement. These guidelines should be used to improve outcomes for these high-risk patients.
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Introduction

Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) is a multidis-

ciplinary structured approach which provides standardized

evidence-based components of care to patients undergoing

specific types of surgery. To date, ERAS has largely been

applied to elective surgery but there is now evidence that

high-risk surgical patients such as those undergoing

emergency laparotomy, can also benefit significantly from

an ERAS approach [1–11]. The term ‘‘emergency laparo-

tomy’’ encompasses a surgical exploration of the acute

abdomen for a number of underlying pathologies [12–17].

Common causes are intestinal obstruction, perforation and

exploratory laparotomy with or without wound debride-

ment or abscess drainage [13–15, 17]. For these ERAS�
Society guidelines the term ‘‘emergency’’ is applied to all

patients with a non-elective, potentially life-threatening

intra-abdominal condition requiring surgery, excluding

trauma laparotomies, vascular conditions, appendectomy,

and cholecystectomy.

Until recently patients undergoing emergency general

surgery including emergency laparotomy have been a rel-

atively overlooked group [15]. Just under a decade ago,

major cohort studies reported 30-day mortality for emer-

gency laparotomy of between 14 and 18.5% rising to over

25% in patients over 80 years of age [14, 18, 19]. A review

of patients with advanced cancer who underwent emer-

gency laparotomy for bowel perforation [20], showed a

30-day mortality of 34%, 52% of survivors were dis-

charged to an institution. A number of studies have shown

wide variation not only in outcomes, but also in the

delivery of evidence-based care to this high-risk patient

group [19, 21–28]. Given the concerning nature of these

outcomes, namely high patient morbidity and mortality, a

number of groups worldwide started using evidence-based

protocolized ERAS-like approaches in the management of

these patients, with significant improvements in outcomes

[1–4, 6, 8, 29]. The UK established a National Emergency

Laparotomy Audit (NELA), to measure process delivery

and outcomes. Since the start of NELA data collection in

2013, outcomes have improved with 30-day mortality

decreasing from 11.8% to 9.3% and performance on key

process measures improving [17].

The important difference between patients undergoing

emergency laparotomy and those undergoing elective intra-

abdominal procedures is presentation of the former in a state

of physiological derangement [13, 30]. Patients are often

older [14, 17], have co-morbidities, and 30–50% present

with systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS),

sepsis or septic shock [13, 14, 17, 30–33]. More emergency

patients undergo an open procedure rather than a
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laparoscopic procedure for comparable surgery in the elec-

tive setting [5]. In spite of recent improvements, emergency

laparotomy remains one of the highest risk surgical proce-

dures with about one in ten patients deceased 30 days after

surgery, rising to one in four over the age of 80 years [17].

Complications are common and mortality increases until at

least 1 year [34]. Functional outcomes and return to inde-

pendence can also be poor in survivors [35].

These high-risk patients are likely to benefit from a

structured approach with defined pathways of care and

organizational resource allocation to prioritize their man-

agement [26, 36]. As emergency laparotomy comprises a

diverse group of patients and there are a number of new

pathway components to be considered, we have divided

these guidelines into Part One (preoperative care) and Part

Two (intra- and postoperative care, organizational aspects

of management, and end of life issues). We suggest these

ERAS� Society Guidelines should be routinely applied to

the care of patients undergoing emergency laparotomy and

used to audit processes and outcomes of care.

Materials and methods

This project was initiated by the ERAS� Society. Lead

authors (CP and MS) were invited by the ERAS� Society

to establish a guideline development group (GDG) of

healthcare professionals with diverse expertise in the

management of patients undergoing emergency laparo-

tomy. The GDG consisted of surgeons, anesthesiologists,

and geriatricians. A number of authors are accredited in

intensive care, including the first and last authors, or have

significant experience of intensive care management of

these patients. The group was also selected to ensure

international representation. A list of topics was generated

and groups of physicians with different backgrounds and

from different countries were assigned to each topic, based

on their expertise, to perform a literature review of English

language publications and then to generate recommenda-

tions using the GRADE structure [37]. The time period

searched was from 2005 until mid-2020, with greater

emphasis on recent publications, randomized controlled

trials, systematic reviews, meta-analyses and large cohort

studies. Retrospective studies were considered where no

other higher level of evidence was available, and if there

was particular relevance to emergency laparotomy. The

guideline development and Delphi process [38] used to

reach consensus on recommendations were based on the

process published by the ERAS� Society [39]. Twelve

components of preoperative care were considered. Three

rounds of the Delphi process were performed.
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Definitions

In these guidelines, emergency laparotomy is defined in

line with criteria used by large cohort studies [16, 40] and

definitions of high-risk emergency general surgical proce-

dures [41], therefore, trauma laparotomies, appendectomy,

and cholecystectomy are excluded. The majority of vas-

cular conditions are excluded such as laparotomy for vas-

cular pathology including ruptured aortic aneurysm and

return to theatre with complications following a vascular

procedure. Conditions relating to bowel ischemia such as

mesenteric vascular insufficiency are included [16, 40].

The definition of emergency can also vary, from classifi-

cation of the case by the surgeon and anesthesiologist as an

emergency [14, 42] to a definition used in a major US

epidemiology study of emergency surgery [32] as non-

elective surgery within 48 h of admission. NELA defines

emergencies as patients having a non-elective admission

with a potentially life-threatening condition [40], and

urgency is defined [43] as immediate, urgent (surgery

within hours of the decision to operate) or expedited

(surgery within days of the decision to operate where some

conservative management may occur initially). In these

guidelines, the term ‘‘emergency’’ is applied to all patients

with a non-elective, potentially life-threatening intra-ab-

dominal condition requiring surgery.

Commentary

The components of a standard elective colorectal pathway

were reviewed in relation to the patient undergoing emer-

gency laparotomy [44]. However, it is the additional

management of the acute physiological derangement

before, during and after surgery that leads to a unique

emergency laparotomy pathway.

Results

Evidence and recommendations

A summary of the ERAS elements and grading of recom-

mendations with their respective level of evidence are

depicted in Table 1.

Preoperative phase

The preoperative phase of an ERAS protocol for emer-

gency laparotomy aims to rapidly correct alterations in the

patients’ physiologic homeostasis. Management of physi-

ological derangement should occur alongside investigation

and diagnosis. Surgery is a key component to correction of

the underlying pathology and when appropriate should

occur without delay. The following evidence-based com-

ponents should be incorporated into a preoperative path-

way of care for each patient undergoing emergency

laparotomy. Organization of care to ensure these key

components are delivered reliably, by highly skilled per-

sonnel, to all patients regardless of location and type of

presentation is one of the main challenges to improving

care for these high-risk patients. [25–28, 33, 36].

1. Early identification of physiological derangement,

and intervention

ERAS protocols are designed to minimize the physiologi-

cal impact and stress response of the surgical insult. For

patients who require emergency laparotomy the insult and

physiological derangement driven by inflammation, surgi-

cal stress and decompensation, are already occurring prior

to the surgery. Resuscitation must go hand in hand with

diagnostic interventions and preparation for surgery.

Optimization consists of two parts: (1) patient optimization

and (2) system optimization regarding availability of

facilities and efficient care pathways [45]. Physiological

derangements at presentation include a marked stress

response, gut dysfunction, insulin resistance, fluid shifts,

SIRS and sepsis with varying degrees of organ dysfunction

[12, 30]. Emergency surgical patients may be hypovolemic

with a potential critical impact on renal function and
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Table 1 ERAS Emergency laparotomy preoperative phase guideline review by delphi method [38, 39]

ERAS item Guideline Level of

evidence

Recommendation

grade

1. Early identification of

physiological derangement and

intervention

Resuscitation and correction of underlying physiological derangement

should begin immediately and should continue during diagnostic

pathways

High Strong

Rapid assessment of the patient for physiological derangement using a

validated method such as an early warning scoring system should

occur. Abnormal scores should trigger rapid escalation to senior

personnel in line with pre-established local protocols. While awaiting

surgery patients should have regular re-evaluation with a frequency

dictated by local physiological track and trigger protocols

High Strong

2. Screen and monitor for

sepsis and

accompanying physiological

derangement

All patients for emergency laparotomy should be assessed with a

validated sepsis score as early in their presentation as possible. This

should be repeated at appropriate intervals in line with severity of

signs, and sepsis risk stratification guidance

High Strong

If SIRs, sepsis or septic shock is diagnosed, treatment should begin

immediately in line with the Surviving Sepsis recognized management

algorithms including measurement of lactate

High Strong

Prompt antibiotic administration should occur in line with existing

international guidelines on sepsis management when signs of sepsis are

present, or when the underlying surgical pathology makes the patient at

high risk of infection or sepsis such as patients with peritonitis or

hollow viscus perforation. Specific antibiotic choice should be guided

by local protocols in line with antimicrobial stewardship. Delay to

antibiotic administration in patients with sepsis increases mortality

High Strong

Monitoring of blood lactate as a marker of risk and in monitoring of

response to resuscitation should be considered even in the absence of

sepsis

High Strong

3. Early imaging, surgery, and

source control of sepsis

Delay to surgery increases mortality in patients with sepsis and septic

shock. All patients with septic shock should receive source control with

surgery or interventional radiology as soon as possible and within 3 h.

For patients with sepsis without septic shock source control should

occur within 6 h

High Strong

Perform a CT scan with IV contrast as soon as possible if indicated. The

CT scan should be reviewed by a radiologist immediately. Acquiring a

CT scan should not cause a delay to surgery if surgery is very urgent

High Strong

4. Risk assessment A risk score using a validated model should be performed on all patients

prior to surgery and at the end of surgery. The score can be used to

guide pathways of care and facilitate discussion between team

members, and with patients and family on treatment, risks and

limitations

High Strong

5. Age-related evaluation of frailty,

and cognitive assessment

All patients over 65 years of age, and others at high risk, for example,

patients with cancer, should be assessed for frailty using a validated

frailty score

High Strong

Perform a validated simple assessment of cognitive function such as the

Mini-Cog� in all patients over 65 years of age if time permits. For

patients who are at risk for delirium and postoperative cognitive

dysfunction take steps to keep the patient oriented and avoid drugs

known to cause harm as defined in the Beers’ criteria

Moderate Strong

All patients over 65 should have regular delirium screening pre and

postoperatively with a validated assessment method

High Strong

Patients over 65 years of age should be assessed by a physician with

expertise in care of the older patient (geriatrician) preoperatively and

evidence-based elder-friendly practices used. If preoperative

assessment is not possible refer for postoperative follow-up

Low Strong

ERAS item Guideline Level of

evidence

Recommendation

grade
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circulation. These derangements require early recognition

and management with a sense of urgency. There is little

evidence supporting delay for optimization prior to surgery

in this patient category [1, 3, 17, 29, 46]. Some cohort

studies have used standardized perioperative care protocols

including screening and management of sepsis in line with

the Surviving Sepsis Campaign [46] such as initial circu-

latory and respiratory stabilization, early goal-directed fluid

therapy, thorough and invasive monitoring of vital

parameters, and minimization of surgical delay. These

studies have shown a reduction in mortality [1, 3, 6, 29].

Preoperative goal-directed fluid therapy was used in two of

the multimodal cohort studies which showed significant

reduction in mortality [3, 29]. Another small study used a

goal-directed fluid optimization protocol in the preopera-

tive holding room in patients with perforated peptic ulcer

and showed reduced length of stay and mortality compared

with a usual management control group [47]. Lactate gui-

ded resuscitation of patients with septic shock has been

shown to reduce mortality [46] and may be beneficial in

patients undergoing emergency laparotomy. The issue is

not whether to delay for optimization but rather that staff

Table 1 continued

ERAS item Guideline Level of

evidence

Recommendation

grade

6. Reversal of antithrombotic

medications

Strongly consider reversal of home anticoagulation medications when

major surgical intervention is planned. This decision should be based

on both the patient’s risk of procedure-related bleeding and the risk of

thromboembolism

Moderate Strong

Consider platelet transfusion in patients taking antiplatelet therapy when

the planned procedural bleeding risk is high. In patients with a strong

indication for antiplatelet therapy, specialty consultation should be

obtained for perioperative co-management of these medications

Low Weak

7. Assessment of venous

thromboembolism risk

Patients should be risk assessed with a validated tool for VTE risk on

admission. If pharmaceutical prophylaxis is not possible mechanical

prophylaxis should be used. Reassessment should occur daily

postoperatively

High Strong

8. Pre-anesthetic medication –

anxiolysis and analgesia

Sedative medication should be avoided preoperatively to avoid the risk of

micro-aspiration, hypoventilation and delirium

Moderate Strong

Analgesia should be given to alleviate the patient’s pain and stress High Strong

Multi modal opioid-sparing analgesia should be titrated to effect to

maximize comfort and minimize side-effects

High Strong

9. Preoperative glucose and

electrolyte management

Hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia are risk factors for adverse

postoperative outcomes. Preoperatively, glucose levels should be

maintained at 144-180 mg/dL (8-10 mmol/L), a variable rate (sliding

scale) insulin infusion should be used judiciously to maintain blood

glucose in this range with appropriate monitoring of point of care blood

glucose in line with local protocols, to avoid hypoglycemia

Moderate Weak

Correction of potassium and magnesium prior to surgery should be done

using the intravenous route with appropriate monitoring and following

local hospital policy. However, it should not delay the patient being

taken to the operating room

Moderate Weak

10. Preoperative carbohydrate

loading

Authors could not recommend use of preoperative carbohydrate loading

in the emergency laparotomy population

11. Preoperative nasogastric

intubation

Preoperative nasogastric tube insertion should be considered on an

individual basis assessing for the risk of aspiration and gastric

distension depending on the pathology and patient factors

Moderate Strong

12. Patient and family education

and shared decision making

Patients and families should have the opportunity to discuss the risk of

surgery with a senior physician (this could be the surgeon,

anesthesiologist or intensive care physician) prior to surgery.

Counselling should be informed by a validated risk score but with the

clear understanding that scores have limitations when applied to

individual patients. When appropriate, treatment escalation plans and

advance care plans should be discussed and documented

Low Strong

Clear, concise, written information or decision aids combined with verbal

patient education should be provided to the patient and family before

surgery if possible

Low Strong

World J Surg (2021) 45:1272–1290 1277
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competent in the management of significant physiological

derangement must be involved at the earliest possible

stage.

The pathophysiological abnormalities vary depending

on the patient’s underlying health and co-morbidities,

metabolic and immune status [48], and the underlying

disorder and the duration of injury before presentation

[27, 30, 36]. Patients who undergo emergency laparotomy

represent only a fraction of the total volume of emergency

general surgical cases but constitute the overwhelming

majority of cases resulting in mortality and morbidity [32].

Use of physiological track and trigger systems [49] such as

Early Warning Scores have been found to be highly pre-

dictive for severity of outcome including ICU admission

and mortality in emergency surgical patients [50]. Scoring

systems found to be predictive in emergency surgical

patients include the Acute Physiological and Chronic

Health Evaluation (APACHE II), Physiological and Oper-

ative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality

(POSSUM), Portsmouth-POSSUM (P-POSSUM), Modi-

fied Early Warning Score (MEWS) and National Early

Warning Score (NEWS) (UK) [51]. In particular deterio-

rating early warning scores, in comparison to stable or

improving scores, are highly predictive of mortality [52].

Recommendations:

• Resuscitation and correction of underlying physiolog-

ical derangement should begin immediately and should

continue during diagnostic pathways.

• Rapid assessment of the patient for physiological

derangement using a validated method [49] such as

an Early Warning Scoring (EWS) system should occur.

Abnormal scores should trigger rapid escalation to

senior personnel in line with pre-established local

protocols. While awaiting surgery patients should have

regular re-evaluation, with a frequency dictated by

local physiological track and trigger protocols.

Level of evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

2. Screen and monitor for sepsis and accompanying

physiological derangement

The presence of sepsis should be considered in all patients

undergoing emergency surgery at presentation. One large

prospective study found an incidence of over 20% of sepsis

or septic shock in patients presenting to an emergency

general surgical service [53]. Upregulation of the inflam-

matory response as occurs with SIRS and sepsis is a major

contributor to death; one major study found an increased

hazard ratio of death in emergency surgical patients of 1.9

for those with SIRS, and 6.7 for patients with septic shock

[54]. A study of 360,000 general surgical patients from the

NSQIP database found that the presence of any comor-

bidity increased the risk of sepsis and septic shock six-fold,

and increased 30-day mortality 22-fold [55]. The three

major risk factors for sepsis and septic shock were age[
60 years, comorbidity and emergency surgery. The

authors commented that these patients would benefit from

mandatory sepsis screening in order not to miss the win-

dow of early intervention in which the septic source must

be eliminated, and physiologic derangements corrected.

The presence of hypotension secondary to sepsis has a

particularly poor outcome [55–58], with one large study of

perforated peptic ulcer showing a 6% increased odds of

90-day mortality on adjusted risk analysis per hour delay to

surgery in patients with preoperative hypotension [57].

Clinicians should have a high index of suspicion of sepsis

when assessing emergency surgery patients.

The Sepsis 3 guidelines [59] recommend the use of

quick Sepsis-related Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA)

as a screening tool to identify patients who are at risk of

developing sepsis and septic shock. A positive qSOFA

score should prompt further investigation for organ dys-

function, to initiate or escalate therapy as appropriate, and

to consider referral to critical care or increase the fre-

quency of monitoring. The qSOFA score may have limi-

tations for emergency surgery patients and the use of the

EWS to identify deterioration due to sepsis outperformed

SIRS and qSOFA score in one large study [51]. In a review

of sepsis-screening tools for surgery, it was noted that signs

of sepsis in surgical patients may be diffuse and there is no

perfect screening tool—what is clear is that when screening

tools are used there is increased recognition of sepsis [60].

Once sepsis is suspected clinically, validated manage-

ment algorithms should be completed with a sense of

urgency [46, 61, 62]. These algorithms all include the

empiric administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics (after

relevant cultures have been obtained when possible), and

cardiovascular resuscitation using intravenous fluids titra-

ted to clinical endpoints. Specific antibiotic choice should

be guided by local protocols in line with antimicrobial

stewardship. Further evaluation and escalation should also

follow these algorithms (Fig. 1). The NELA 2019 report

found that there was major room for improvement in speed

and urgency of management with only 19% of patients

with suspected sepsis receiving antibiotics within the first

hour [17]. Studies have shown an association between early

risk scoring, active management and a reduction in mor-

tality [1, 17]. Blood lactate has been used as a marker of

risk [63], and in monitoring of response to resuscitation in

line with the Surviving Sepsis guidelines [46, 63].

Recommendations:
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• All patients for emergency laparotomy should be

assessed with a validated sepsis score as early in their

presentation as possible. This should be repeated at

appropriate intervals in line with severity of signs and

sepsis risk stratification guidance [61, 63].

• If SIRS, sepsis or septic shock are diagnosed, or when

the underlying surgical pathology makes the patient at

high risk of infection or sepsis, such as patients with

peritonitis or hollow viscus perforation, treatment

should begin immediately in line with the Surviving

Sepsis management algorithms including measurement

of lactate [46]. Delay to antibiotic administration in

patients with sepsis increases mortality [64].

• Monitoring of blood lactate as a marker of risk and in

assessment of physiological response to resuscitation

should be considered even in the absence of sepsis.

Level of evidence: High-large prospective cohort studies

and international guidelines.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

3. Early imaging, surgery, and source control of sepsis

Delay to surgical intervention can be due to any or all of

the following: delayed diagnosis, preoperative therapeutic

interventions/optimization or logistics. However, delay for

patients undergoing emergency laparotomy can lead to

increased mortality. In a Danish National cohort of perfo-

rated peptic ulcers, there was a 2.4% decreased probability

of survival for every hour delay from hospital admission

[65]. A large UK study of perforated peptic ulcer found that

for patients in shock there was an increase of 6% in risk-

adjusted odds of death for every hour laparotomy was

delayed after admission [57]. A small Japanese study of

perforation with septic shock found no patients survived to

60 days if surgery was delayed more than 6 h [66]. In

another Danish cohort of all high-risk emergency laparo-

tomy patients including those with obstruction as well as

perforation, no statistically significant adjusted association

between delay and surgical mortality at 90 days was found

[67]. In a study from the NELA database, specifically

focusing on small bowel obstruction, increased mortality

was found for patients delayed more than 72 h [68]. In a

multi-center study of septic patients in German ICUs when

source control was needed, a delay of 6 h or more was

associated with increased mortality [69]. Multimodal

perioperative cohort intervention studies in emergency

laparotomy have all had a surgical delay target of\ 6 h

from time of decision to operate to surgery, and have been

associated with improved outcome [1, 3, 6, 29]. However,

none of these studies have analyzed the impact of delay on

survival in patients with perforation versus patients with

obstruction. While these two clinical entities comprise the

majority of indications for emergency laparotomy, the

initial pathophysiology may be quite different. Patients

with perforations often present with sepsis and the data are

very clear that there should be minimal delay to surgical

intervention, while the perioperative pathophysiology of

patients with obstruction is poorly researched and the

impact of delay and resuscitation less clear

[3, 57, 65, 66, 68, 70]. Standards for time to surgery have

been set in the UK by the Royal College of Surgeons

[70, 71] and monitored by NELA and have been shown to

be achievable at the 80% level [17].

Recommendations:

• Delay to surgery increases mortality in patients with

sepsis and septic shock. All patients with septic shock

should receive source control with surgery or interven-

tional radiology as soon as possible and within 3 h. For

Fig. 1 The hour-1 surviving

sepsis campaign bundle of care.

From Levy et al. [63]
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patients with sepsis without septic shock, source control

should occur within 6 h.

Level of evidence: High-large prospective cohort stud-

ies, large retrospective cohort studies, national

guidelines.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

Radiological investigation Examination and identifica-

tion of clinical signs are the main means of diagnosis of an

acute abdomen. However, patients who undergo emer-

gency laparotomy present both in the emergency depart-

ment and on hospital wards, with complications secondary

to primary surgery or initial misdiagnosis of their condi-

tion. NELA has shown significant delays to surgical review

(up to 8 times longer) if the initial presentation is to an

internal medicine team [17]. The gold standard for diag-

nosis is abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan with

intravenous contrast, which is recommended as ‘‘usually

appropriate’’ for all presentations of acute abdomen unless

eGFR is less than 30 (mL/min/1.73 m2) [72]. Intravenous

contrast improves diagnostic information and the risk of

allergic reaction or acute kidney injury to iodinated con-

trast is minimal [73, 74]. CT scans allow surgeons to

visualize the problem and plan an optimal approach with

the goal of reducing complications. However, CT scans

and other diagnostic tests can present a time delay, and

optimal diagnostic pathways to minimize delay should be

used [75].

Recommendation:

Perform a CT scan with IV contrast as soon as possible if

indicated. The CT scan should be reviewed by a

radiologist immediately. Acquiring a CT scan should

not cause a delay to surgery if surgery is very urgent.

Level of evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

4. Risk assessment

Risk assessment has become an important tool to support

clinical assessment in management of patients undergoing

emergency laparotomy [70]. Risk scoring was promoted in

the first Higher Risk Surgical patient guidelines in the UK

[71], as many laparotomy patients were not receiving care

appropriate to their risk, such as planned admission post-

operatively to an ICU. Clinical teams, inexperienced in

management of emergency laparotomy, underestimated the

potential for poor outcome. A risk score facilitates com-

munication amongst clinical teams about priorities and

pathways including for patient transfer, prompts

involvement of highly experienced staff and helps direct

discussion with the patient and family. There are a number

of surgical or disease-specific risk prediction tools [76–80].

Some, such as the Portsmouth-POSSUM (P-POSSUM)

score [77], were developed many years ago for retrospec-

tive comparison of observed and expected outcomes when

all variables are known. There is some concern regarding

over-interpretation of individual patient preoperative pre-

diction when these scores are used prospectively, and some

variables must be estimated. Risk prediction scores give a

population risk based on a risk model, scores can over and

under-estimate risk for individual patients and clinicians

must be cautious in using these scores for prognosticating

patient outcomes. An example is a patient with a perforated

peptic ulcer, who is acutely unwell with markedly deranged

physiology and a very high-risk score, but who may benefit

from rapid relatively simple surgery.

The large number of patients in the NELA database and

the American College of Surgeons NSQIP database have

allowed development of specific risk tools for patients

undergoing emergency laparotomy which more consis-

tently predict the actual risk for high-risk patients [78, 79].

A recent review comparing the NELA tool with ACS-

NSQIP, P-POSSUM and APACHE II found the NELA

score showed the highest discrimination with an area under

the curve (AUC) of 0.83, ACS-NSQIP had an AUC of 0.80

[81]. When a risk score was calculated retrospectively on

patients in the NELA dataset who had not been risk scored

preoperatively or at the end of surgery, those patients were

less likely to have potentially protective perioperative

interventions such as planned postoperative critical care

admission, and had poorer outcomes than a risk matched

cohort who had prospective risk scoring performed [17].

Having a risk score available preoperatively may facilitate

communication and planning for patient care. An ethno-

graphic study of surgical teams, particularly those who did

not routinely manage emergency surgical patients, found

that use of a score enhanced inter-professional communi-

cation and decision making [82].

Most risk prediction tools do not directly adjust for

certain relatively uncommon co-morbidities and some

specific acute abdominal pathologies (other than cancer)

which probably impact significantly on the survivability of

an emergency laparotomy. Examples include a patient with

a severe neurological condition or a patient with bowel

infarction. When applying a risk prediction tool to an

individual patient it is prudent to consider whether there are

additional risk-altering variables present that have not been

taken into account in any calculation. Additionally, these

models are derived from patients who underwent surgery

and do not include those evaluated for surgery but declined

secondary to prohibitive risk.

Recommendation:
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• A risk score using a validated model should be

performed and documented on all patients prior to

surgery, and at the end of surgery. The score can be

used to guide pathways of care and facilitate discussion

between team members and with patients and family on

treatment, risks and limitations.

Level of evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

5. Age-related evaluation of frailty, and cognitive

assessment

Age and frailty are not the same. Frailty is defined as an

age-related state of decreased physiologic reserve [83]. All

the large studies show that age alone is significantly

associated with poor outcomes for emergency laparotomy

[14]. In NELA mortality for patients over 80 years old in

particular, remains very high at 17% at 30 days and 22% at

90 days [17]. Clearly the risk for these patients is so high

that if emergency surgery is to be performed meticulous

delivery of all evidence-based pathway components is

essential. An ERAS approach has been shown to reduce

mortality in patients over the age of 70 [1, 6]. A systematic

review found an ERAS approach to be beneficial for older

patients undergoing emergency surgery [7]. Many of these

patients will also be frail, resulting in a lack of resilience in

the face of a physiological insult [84–87], and a validated

frailty assessment [70, 83, 88, 89] should be performed if

possible acknowledging the limitations in the acute envi-

ronment. Frail patients and those with cognitive impair-

ment have a higher risk of mortality and morbidity which

may not be captured by the commonly used surgical risk

scores [70, 81, 90]. In a study of outcomes at 12 months in

older patients after emergency laparotomy, the strongest

predictors of mortality were frailty and increased American

Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) status [91]. Involve-

ment of a physician specialized in the care of older adults

to co-manage these patients, and/or the use of targeted

interventions should occur as soon as possible and is

associated with better outcomes. The strongest evidence for

comprehensive geriatric assessment exists for patients with

hip fractures [92–95], but a recent paper shows postoper-

ative geriatrician review was associated with reduced

mortality in patients over the age of 65 years undergoing

emergency laparotomy [26, 96]. Another recent study using

a proactive approach for patients over 65 years presenting

for emergency general surgery with integration of a geri-

atric assessment team, optimization of evidence-based

elder-friendly practices, promotion of patient-oriented

rehabilitation, and early discharge planning found a

significant reduction in mortality, length of stay and dis-

charge to a higher level of care [95]. Proactive manage-

ment of these frail patients may also decrease the costs of

care [97, 98]. At present the evidence indicates that most

older emergency laparotomy patients are not reliably

assessed for frailty nor co-managed with a care of the

elderly team [17].

Delirium and perioperative neurocognitive disorders

Patients over 65 years of age who undergo emergency

surgery are at particular risk for delirium and perioperative

neurocognitive disorders [99–101]. All patients over

65 years of age and any with risk factors for preexisting

cognitive impairment should have a baseline assessment of

cognition with a simple screening tool [102–105] and a

preoperative assessment of delirium. Patients should be

monitored regularly for delirium with awareness that

hypoactive delirium occurs more commonly than an agi-

tated delirious state and has a poorer outcome [106]. The

American College of Surgeons and the American Geriatric

Society (AGS) have joint guidelines on how to prevent,

diagnose and care for delirium in the surgical patient [104].

If delirium should occur, it is associated with increased

mortality, complications, readmission, and long-term cog-

nitive decline [107, 108]. Delirium is preventable in about

40% of cases with simple steps [104, 109, 110] and

avoidance of drugs that fall under AGS Beers criteria

drugs, such as benzodiazepines and anticholinergics

[109, 111] Table 2. Incorporation of a ‘‘hospital elder life

program’’ with simple measures such as mouth care and

regular orienting communication for patients undergoing

major elective intra-abdominal surgery demonstrated a

significant reduction in the incidence of delirium [110].

Recommendations:

• All patients over 65 years of age, and others at high

risk, for example patients with cancer, should be

assessed for frailty using a validated frailty score [83].

Evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

• Perform a validated simple assessment of cognitive

function such as the Mini-Cog� [112] in all patients

over 65 years of age if time permits. For patients who

are at risk for delirium and postoperative cognitive

dysfunction take steps to keep the patient oriented and

avoid drugs known to cause harm as defined in the

Beers’ criteria [111].

Level of evidence: Moderate.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

• All patients over 65 should have regular delirium

screening pre and postoperatively with a validated

assessment method [113].
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Level of evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

• Patients over 65 years of age should be assessed by a

physician with expertise in care of the older patient

(geriatrician) pre-operatively and evidence-based elder-

friendly practices used. If preoperative assessment is

not possible refer for postoperative follow-up.

Level of evidence: Low.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

6. Reversal of antithrombotic medications

Anticoagulants and platelet function inhibitors Long-term

antiplatelet and anticoagulation use is increasingly common

in many populations, and their management in emergency

surgery is complex. Patients undergoing emergency

laparotomy are at high risk of perioperative hemorrhage and

thrombosis, given both the nature of their procedure and the

underlying coagulopathy of sepsis and systemic inflamma-

tion [114]. Hemorrhage following surgery is highly-associ-

ated with end-organ dysfunction andmortality in emergency

general surgical patients [115–119]. Reversal of these agents

or their effects prior to emergent surgery, when possible,

may reduce the risk of perioperative hemorrhage. Vitamin K

antagonists such as warfarin are common, although newer

direct-acting oral anticoagulants (DOACs) are increasingly

used [120]. Guidance on reversal of specific antithrombotic

medications and platelet function inhibitors has been pub-

lished by various societies and is beyond the scope of this

article [121–124]. To guide management decisions, coagu-

lation tests including international normalized ratio (INR),

prothrombin time (PT), and partial thromboplastin time

(PTT) among others should be obtained preoperatively

where appropriate, although conventional clotting studies do

not help with low molecular weight heparin or DOACs. A

variety of platelet function tests are available and should be

considered for patients taking antiplatelet therapy

[124, 125]. The decision to reverse antithrombotic medica-

tion should be based on the patient’s immediate need for

surgery, the risk of associated bleeding, and the risk of

thromboembolism [121, 122].

Anticoagulants (Warfarin, DOACs, Heparin/Enoxa-

parin) Prothrombin complex concentrate (PCC) and fresh

frozen plasma may be administered and titrated to the

required effect in these cases [121, 122]. Specific reversal

agents exist for DOAC medications and can be used if

available. Dabigatran has a reversal agent idarucizumab

[126] and recombinant factor Xa functions to reverse

apixaban and rivaroxaban [127].

Recommendation:

• Strongly consider reversal of home anticoagulation

medications when major surgical intervention is

planned. This decision should be based on both the

patient’s risk of procedure-related bleeding and the risk

of thromboembolism.

Level of evidence: Moderate.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

Platelet inhibitors: (including Aspirin, Clopidogrel,

Dipyridamole, Ticagrelor) Patients taking antiplatelet

medications may be considered for platelet transfusion if

warranted given the risk of bleeding from the planned

Table 2 Medications commonly given in perioperative care that should be avoided or used with caution in patients over 65 year of age adapted

from the 2019 American geriatric society Beers criteria [111] and Berger et al. [103]

Medication or class of medication Examples Rationale for avoiding

First generation antihistamines Diphenhydramine, Chlorpheniramine Central anticholinergic effects

Phenothiazine-type antiemetics Prochlorperazine, Promethazine Central anticholinergic effects

Antispasmodics/anticholinergics Atropine, Scopolamine Central anticholinergic effects

Antipsychotics(first and second generation) Haloperidol Risk of cognitive impairment, delirium, neuroleptic

malignant syndrome, tardive dyskinesia

Benzodiazepines Midazolam, Diazepam, Temazepam Risk of cognitive impairment, delirium

Benzodiazepine receptor agonist hypnotics

‘‘ Z drugs’’

Zolpidem, Eszopiclone Delirium, falls

Corticosteroids Hydrocortisone, Methylprednisolone Risk of cognitive impairment, delirium, psychosis

H2-receptor antagonists Ranitidine Risk of cognitive impairment, delirium

Metoclopramide Extrapyramidal effects

Pethidine/Meperidine Neurotoxic effect

H2, histamine 2 receptor.
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operation. There is some evidence that transfused platelets

may partially reverse the effects of these medications

[122, 128]. If a patient is taking only aspirin at the time of

surgery, many surgeons elect to proceed without reversal

[121, 129]. Patients taking dual antiplatelet therapy are

likely at higher risk of bleeding complications and trans-

fusion [125, 130]. P2Y12 and aspirin response assays are

available in some hospitals to assess the impairment of

platelet function by these drugs. If the risk of surgical delay

is high, a reasonable approach may be to proceed to sur-

gery and transfuse platelets if excess bleeding is encoun-

tered [125]. For patients with recent coronary artery

stenting, given the risk of adverse cardiac events consul-

tation and co-management of antiplatelet therapy with a

cardiologist is recommended.

Recommendation:

• Consider platelet transfusion in patients taking anti-

platelet therapy when the planned procedural bleeding

risk is high. In patients with a strong indication for

antiplatelets, specialty consultation should be obtained

for perioperative co-management of these medications.

Level of evidence: Low.

Recommendation grade: Weak.

7. Assessment of venous thromboembolism risk

Compared with elective surgical patients undergoing a

comparable intra-abdominal procedure, emergency patients

are at increased risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE)

[131, 132]. Patients should be assessed for risk with a

validated tool at admission, and VTE prophylaxis (me-

chanical and/or pharmacologic) should be initiated as soon

as possible even if surgery is planned [131, 133, 134]. If

pharmaceutical prophylaxis is not an option, mechanical

prophylaxis should be used. The patient should be reas-

sessed at regular intervals pre and postoperatively [131].

Recommendation:

• Patients should be risk assessed with a validated tool

for VTE risk on admission. If pharmaceutical prophy-

laxis is not possible mechanical prophylaxis should be

used. Reassessment should occur daily postoperatively

[131].

Level of evidence: Strong (extrapolated from studies in

elective major abdominal surgery).

Recommendation grade: Strong.

8. Pre-anesthetic medication—anxiolysis and analgesia

Patients with an acute abdomen often require strong anal-

gesia. Pain should be assessed, and an appropriate inter-

vention should be made using multimodal analgesic

titration and by minimizing the amount of opioid used to

achieve effective analgesia. Opioids increase the risk of a

patient being over-sedated, hypo-ventilating and even

aspirating, so appropriate monitoring should be performed.

The addition of benzodiazepines or other sedative agents

compound these risks and should be avoided, and can

increase the risk of postoperative delirium in older patients

[106]. The use of preoperative nerve blocks such as

transversus abdominis plane (TAP) blocks prior to surgery

do not address the peritoneal and visceral pain of an acute

abdomen. Therefore, opioids are often necessary in addi-

tion to other multimodal agents. Non-steroidal anti-in-

flammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are best avoided, due to the

high risk of acute kidney injury (AKI) in this population,

until postoperatively when renal function has normalized

[44, 135, 136].

Recommendations:

• Sedative medication should be avoided preoperatively

to avoid the risk of micro-aspiration, hypoventilation

and delirium.

Evidence: Moderate.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

• Analgesia should be given to alleviate the patient’s pain

and stress.

Evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

• Multi modal opioid-sparing analgesia should be titrated

to effect to maximize comfort and minimize side-

effects.

Evidence: High.

Recommendation grade: Strong.

9. Preoperative glucose and electrolyte management

Perioperative glucose control is important to maintain body

homeostasis and reduce downstream complications [137].

Hyperglycemia during and after surgery is common,

occurring in 20–40% of elective surgical patients, particu-

larly in diabetic patients or those with impaired glucose

tolerance. Elevated blood glucose impairs neutrophil
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function and can cause overproduction of inflammatory

mediators, reactive oxygen species and free fatty acids

causing direct cellular damage, vascular endothelial changes

and immune dysfunction. Substantial evidence indicates that

correction of hyperglycemia with insulin administration

reduces hospital complications and decreases mortality in

general surgery patients [137–139]. The stress response

drives insulin resistance at a time when patients are likely to

have poor oral calorie intake and omit their insulin or dia-

betic tablets for fear of hypoglycemia. ERAS pathways for

elective surgery try to mitigate this insulin resistance by

using components such as oral carbohydrate loading and

regional anesthesia [44]. However, this is usually not fea-

sible in emergency laparotomy patients.

A proactive approach to avoid both hyper and hypo-

glycemia should be taken in emergency laparotomy patients.

Pre-operative blood glucose levels should be controlled in a

similar range to critical care patients—between

144–180 mg/dL (8–10 mmol/L). Tight control of blood

sugar has been relaxed since the first tight glycemic control

ICU studies, the incidence of complications appears not to

be significantly altered when allowing blood glucose to be

180 mg/dL (10 mmol/L) [140] but with a reduction in

hypoglycemic neurological complications [141]. Most

patients will be taking minimal calories by mouth and be

receiving intravenous resuscitation and ongoing mainte-

nance fluid with balanced crystalloid infusions which con-

tain no glucose. Hypoglycemia should be treated with an

intravenous 50% dextrose bolus and appropriate follow-up

dextrose administration, again according to local hospital

policy. It is unclear for hyperglycemia, whether a basal-

bolus of insulin [138] is beneficial compared with a standard

sliding scale in the emergency surgical population. Judicious

use of a variable rate insulin infusion (sliding scale) regimen

should be utilized according to local hospital policy and

attention given to plasma potassium levels that can be

lowered by insulin administration. The ongoing manage-

ment of glucose control is outlined in Part 2 of this Guide-

line. An HbA1c taken on admission is useful in guiding

whether a patient has long-term glycemic control issues and

may aid decision making on clinical intervention.

Electrolyte disturbance is common in this group of

patients due to high fluid shifts and external losses of body

fluids. Hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia and hypophos-

phatemia are risk factors for cardiac dysrhythmias, partic-

ularly atrial fibrillation which is particularly common in

this patient group due to age and preexisting atrial fibril-

lation, fluid shifts, electrolyte imbalance and septic shock

needing vasopressor infusions. Attempts should be made to

correct low potassium, phosphate and magnesium using

intravenous repletion with appropriate monitoring and

according to local policy to reduce the risk of atrial fib-

rillation [142].

Recommendations:

• Hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia are risk factors for

adverse postoperative outcomes. Pre-operatively, glu-

cose levels should be maintained at 144–180 mg/dL

(8–10 mmol/L), a variable rate (sliding scale) insulin

infusion should be used judiciously to maintain blood

glucose in this range with appropriate monitoring of

point of care blood glucose in line with local protocols

to avoid hypoglycemia.

• Correction of potassium, magnesium and phosphate

prior to surgery should be done using the intravenous

route with appropriate monitoring and following local

hospital policy. However, it should not delay the patient

from being taken to the operating room.

Level of evidence: moderate (inconsistency, extrapolated,

uncertain target glucose values, potassium and magne-

sium extrapolated from cardiac and critical care data).

Recommendation grade: weak (benefit must be out-

weighed against the risk of hypoglycemia, diabetic

patients likely to benefit the most, the risk of atrial

fibrillation may be reduced by fluid and electrolyte

correction, but the cause is multifactorial).

10. Preoperative carbohydrate loading

An oral carbohydrate drink given preoperatively is a rec-

ommendation in most other ERAS Society Guidelines to

reduce dehydration and improve insulin sensitivity by

giving a carbohydrate load 2–4 h prior to surgery. Emer-

gency laparotomy patients are already under physiological

stress and giving carbohydrates in this setting may elevate

glucose levels further with no effect on insulin sensitivity.

We could not identify any studies on the use or benefit of

carbohydrate loading in emergency general surgery. The

increased risk of gastric stasis, intra-abdominal pathology,

preoperative use of opioids and generalized practice of

using preoperative nasogastric tubes and avoiding oral

intake prior to surgery meant we extrapolated evidence of

potential harm and this group could not recommend the use

of carbohydrate loading [44].

Recommendation:

Level of evidence: Low and potential harm.

Recommendation grade: Strong, do not use in the

emergency laparotomy population.

11. Pre-operative nasogastric intubation

Nasogastric tubes (NGTs) have been traditionally used in

emergency surgery to reduce gastric distension and drain
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gastric contents. The use of nasogastric tubes in elective

colorectal surgical patients is declining as the evidence

base has shown an increase in complications such as res-

piratory infections and pharyngolaryngitis as well as

patient discomfort and delay to feeding, [143, 144] with no

change in morbidity or mortality. [145]. The use in the

emergency setting is very different with a risk–benefit ratio

depending on the clinical circumstances and cause of

abdominal pathology and patient factors. Patients may have

pathology causing gastric distension and high gastric fluid

volumes, and decompression may be beneficial and reduce

the risk of aspiration at induction of anesthesia. This risk

benefit is different in the preoperative and postoperative

setting. We therefore discuss the postoperative use and

continuation in part 2 of this guideline.

Recommendations:

• Pre-operative nasogastric tube insertion should be

considered on an individual basis assessing for the risk

of aspiration and gastric distension depending on the

pathology and patient factors.

Level of evidence: Moderate (extrapolation from elec-

tive surgery).

Recommendation grade: Strong (aspiration can be life-

threatening and its reduction by nasogastric insertion

outweighs the risk of short-term use).

12. Patient and family education and shared decision

making

Patient education is a central pillar of elective enhanced

recovery pathways, benefits include reduced pain and

anxiety [146–148]. There is less time for education or

explanation of complex surgery in the emergency setting,

although handouts can be given to patients and families to

read before or after surgery. In very high-risk patients,

surgery should not be undertaken without discussion about

ceilings of care, even though this is challenging in the acute

situation. Objective mortality scores can support conver-

sations and should be used in combination with other

assessments such as frailty scores [70, 149]. Shared deci-

sion making (SDM) and personalization of care is espe-

cially challenging in a patient in pain and with acute

physiological disturbance from abdominal pathology [150].

Additionally, there is less time to develop the clinician-

patient rapport/relationship which SDM relies upon [151].

Scenario planning and the use of decision aids may support

SDM, helping to move detailed, complex conversations

toward more rapidly understood and patient-centered

information [152]. Using the BRAN methodology (‘bene-

fits, risks, alternatives, do nothing) or best/worst case

scenario may support a clear structured standardized

approach [149, 150, 153]. Discussions should not just be

about life or death, but loss of independence, quality of life

and other important factors to patients, such as long-term

stoma formation [154]. There is guidance available to

surgical teams to help manage these situations [155]

although the complexity and acuity of the situation means

that eliciting patient preference and achieving goal- con-

cordant care is challenging [156]. The goal should be to

achieve active joint and realistic decision making before

surgery. For all patients and families, satisfaction with

emergency abdominal surgery is associated with receiving

sufficient information about the risks and benefits of sur-

gery [20, 149, 157], and it is feasible to collect patient

reported outcome measures from patients who have

undergone emergency laparotomy [158].

Recommendation:

• Patients and families should have the opportunity to

discuss the risk of surgery with a senior physician (this

could be the surgeon, anesthesiologist or intensive care

physician) prior to surgery. Counseling should be

informed by a validated risk score but with the clear

understanding that scores have limitations when

applied to individual patients. When appropriate,

treatment escalation plans and advance care plans

should be discussed and documented.

• Clear, concise, written information or decision aids

combined with verbal patient education should be

provided to the patient and family before surgery if

possible.

Level of evidence: Low.

Recommendation grade: Strong (improves informed

consent process).

Conclusions

These guidelines present the current evidence base and

recommendations for the preoperative phase of an ERAS

approach to patients undergoing emergency laparotomy.

Such an approach has been shown to improve outcomes for

these very high-risk patients. An increased awareness of

the specific risks of older patients with attention to peri-

operative neurocognitive disorders, frailty and geriatric

care is a new addition to ERAS guidelines. The evidence

base is low in certain areas and much has been extrapolated

from elective ERAS guidelines and other evidence based

on planned surgery. While it would be ideal to test all

elements in the emergency situation, the lack of random-

ized controlled trials in this patient group demonstrates the
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challenges of research in this area. Other concepts relevant

to the care of the emergency laparotomy patient such as

organization of surgical services, end-of-life care and other

ERAS elements will be covered in Part 2 of these guide-

lines. It is hoped that these pre-operative guidelines, when

paired with the intra, and postoperative guidelines will

provide a framework for improved management of patients

undergoing emergency laparotomy.
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